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Introduction

Bangladesh is a small country covering about 148 thousand square kilometer area with a
population of 120 million. It has only 15% urban area; most of the people live in the rural
area. It is neither industrial nor developed. It is trying hard to stand on its feet combating
all damages caused by frequent natural calamities like cyclones and floods. Thus, most of
the technological activities are still being carried out on turnkey basis. However, some
research and development institutions have already been developed to such an extent that
transfer of technology can occur and the local industries can also benefit out of this
endeavour.

Radiation Curing Technology

Radiation technology is a modern technique of achieving superior end-products within
the shortest possible time utilizing minimum production space area compared to the
conventional method. Bangladesh is using radiation technology primarily at the research
and development level; however, there are some establishments like GammaTech which
started its function on commercial scale since 1993 in the area of food preservation (dry
and frozen fish, spices, potatoes, etc) and sterilization of medical products of different
types.

There is no electron beam accelerator in Bangladesh yet; but some ultra violet radiation
units seem to be prevalent in the country. Bangladesh Atomic Energy commission has a
research unit where research has developed with UV radiation technique to such an
extent that a pilot plant program is already under accomplishment with an aim to produce
products of multipurpose systems. The UV radiation is being utilized to cure polymer
coating on surfaces of different substrates like wood, plywood, paper, leather, metals,
pertex, name cards, particle boards, etc. This unit is also being used to prepare jute plastic
composite as well as to improve and modify properties of yarns of jute, cotton, silk, etc.

Different polymers possessing shape recovery characters are also developed using the
UV radiation technique in the same laboratory. When products of the pilot plant project
would be available in the local market, it would bring about real awareness among the
mass regarding the potential of the UV radiation technology to improve properties of
different commodities. There are some packaging materials, cards, calendars, that are
already available in the local market and these appear to be coated with thin polymer
films. These products are either coated/treated in Bangladesh or brought to Bangladesh
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after the treatment in abroad. This indicates that there is a good market for these
commodities in the country.

This technology can be extended to other commodities like transport vehicles,
automobiles, leather articles , packaging materials; with the increase of economic growth
and industrialization process, the demand of superior products would increase and thus,
the importance of radiation technology can also be duly realized. This technology can be
used for PVC pipes, electric wires and cables to a limited scale (presently produced in
the country), polyethylene bags and sheets, for coating locally made toys and furniture.
The following table shows the trend of demand of different commodities. This reflects
the future prospect of the commodities visa-vis the technology.

Table 1

Commodities

l.PVC(MT)
2. Paints (1000 lit)
3. Tiles (1000 sq. m)
4. Cables (1000 m)
5. Particle boards

(1000 sq. m)
6. Wooden furniture

(1000 sq.m)

1993-94

3239
3106
53680
6422
628

29519

94-95

3434
4431
41214
9464
982

34170

95-96

3645
4950
46709
10501
996

35404

96-97

3851
6796
45628
6990
1114

40241

97-98

3968
7395
56560
5698
1204

49178
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